The luminosity of the Tip of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB) provides an excellent measure of galaxy distances and is easily determined in the resolved images of nearby galaxies observed with Hubble Space Telescope. There is now a large amount of archival data relevant to the TRGB methodology and which offers comparisons with other distance estimators. Zero-point issues related to the TRGB distance scale are reviewed in this paper. Consideration is given to the metallicity dependence of the TRGB, the transformations between HST flight systems and Johnson-Cousins photometry, the absolute magnitude scale based on Horizontal Branch measurements, and the effects of reddening. The zero-point of the TRGB is established with a statistical accuracy of 1%, modulo the uncertainty in the magnitude of the Horizontal Branch, with a typical rms uncertainty of 3% in individual galaxy distances at high Galactic latitude. The zero-point is consistent with the Cepheids period-luminosity relation scale but invites reconsideration of the claimed metallicity dependence with that method. The maser distance to NGC 4258 is consistent with TRGB but presently has lower accuracy.
1. Yet another calibration of the absolute magnitude of the TRGB
The Tip of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB) is arguably the most valuable distance indicator for galaxies within ∼ 10 Mpc. It offers several advantages compared to other methods: (a) the observable is very bright, M I ∼ −4, (b) the physical processes behind the use of this method are well understood (Salaris & Cassisi 1997; Madore et al. 1997; Salaris et al. 2002) , (c) the measurements are extremely efficient, considering it is possible to get a distance with only two observations, (d) it can be applied to almost all galaxy types requiring only that they contain a significant old population, (e) it is technically easy compared to, e.g., a search for variable stars and determination of the pulsation parameters, and (f) RGB stars are dispersed so reddening in the host galaxy is not a significant problem. On the other side, the TRGB is not a perfect standard candle. The bolometric magnitude of the tip is known to depend quite strongly on the metallicity of the underlying stellar population, and to a less extent on its age. Besides, the TRGB method is at the moment a tertiary distance indicator, calibrated on secondary distance indicators like RR Lyrae or Cepheids.
The main purpose behind this paper is to critically discuss and verify a number of existing calibrations presented in the literature over the past years. Our work has been concentrated on these issues: (a) provide a new estimate of the dependency of the TRGB magnitude on the color of the stellar population (i.e. the metallicity), (b) provide a new zero point of the TRGB vs. color relation and (c) provide a new calibration in the flight sys-tem, F555W, F606W, and F814W filters of HST, both for the WFPC2 and the ACS cameras.
The TRGB method
Low mass, globular cluster-like stars begin their main sequence life by burning hydrogen in a radiative core surrounded by a convective envelope. When the hydrogen levels in the core drops, the energy production shifts to a shell, that slowly moves outward. The star becomes redder and brighter, it approaches the Hayashi line of fully convective objects, and gradually makes its way up the red giant branch (RGB). The helium core is degenerate and it keeps growing out of the ashes of the burning hydrogen. Its equation of state is independent of temperature. The core keeps getting warmer, until it reaches about 100 million K and triple-α helium burning can ignite. The ignition of a nuclear reaction in a degenerate core leads to a thermonuclear runaway, because the star cannot compensate the energy production with expansion, but in the case of the helium burning the degeneracy is removed before the star explodes. After this violent flash of energy, the stars rapidly contracts, and start to quietly burn helium in the core on the horizontal branch (or red clump). Due to the presence of degeneracy, the helium ignition happens at almost constant core mass. This in turn means that the ignition occurs at almost the same luminosity.
The observational evidence of this theoretical picture is a sharp cut-off of the luminosity function of the RGB, approximatively located at M I ∼ −4, probably first noted by W. Baade in 1944 . Almost 50 years after, the work of Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) and Lee et al. (1993) demonstrated the power of this stellar evolution phase in determining the distance to galaxies and globular clusters. Since then, a series of works have been devoted to improving various aspects of the methodology. In particular, astronomers have been working in two directions, the first toward the absolute calibration of the observable, the magnitude of the tip of the RGB, the second toward the development of objective methods to estimate the position of the TRGB in the CMD.
By analyzing the CMD of a set of globular clusters, Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) derived the bolometric magnitude of the TRGB as:
M
which gives the magnitude in the I band when combined with the bolometric correction:
Their abundance calibration is based on the color of the RGB at M I = −3, in the form:
All these relations are defined for −2.2 < [Fe/H] < −0.7 (M15, 47 Tuc). The absolute scale is set on the luminosity of RR Lyrae stars using the calibration of Lee et al. (1990) , M V (RR) = 0.82 + 0.17[Fe/H]. Lee et al. (1993) applied the method to the resolved stellar populations of nearby galaxies. They demonstrated that the I band luminosity function of the red giant branch is an excellent distance indicator because the metallicity dependence of the TRGB is much smaller in the I band than it is in other optical bands, and because the sensitivity of common CCDs is well matched with observing red giants in the I band. They replaced the abundance calibration with a similar measurement, half a magnitude brighter: Lee et al. (1993) also introduced a reproducible and quantitative method to estimate the position of the TRGB (see later in this Section).
In a series of papers (Ferraro et al. 1999 (Ferraro et al. , 2000 Bellazzini et al. 2001 Bellazzini et al. , 2004 , these authors obtained a new robust calibration of the magnitude of the tip, extended to high metallicities (up to [Fe/H] = −0.2) and to infrared passbands. For the I band, they derive:
where [M/H] is the global metallicity corrected for α-enhancement. IR passbands offer a potentially valid alternative to the I band, since the TRGB is brighter and the interstellar reddening is reduced. Most of the new generation telescopes will be optimized for observations in the near IR, including the JWST, pushing the possibilities of the TRGB method to much larger distances. On the other side, IR passbands have a few disadvantages that are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Figure 1 shows a series of isochrones from the library developed by the Padova stellar evolution group (Girardi et al. 2002) , with an improved thermally pulsing AGB as in Cioni et al. (2006) , and for metallicities from Z = 0.004 to Z = 0.30. The dots show the position of the TRGB. Figure 2 shows the passband dependence of the position of the TRGB vs. metallicity, using the same set of isochrones (filled dots). The open dots refer to the TRGB in α-enhanced models (Salasnich et al. 2000) . The lines show the calibration of Bellazzini et al. (2004) . Figures  1 and 2 show that the metallicity dependence of the TRGB is much higher in the IR passbands, which means that a safe application of the method requires a much more precise knowledge of the metallicity than is required for the I band. Besides, the metallicity dependence is positive, meaning that the TRGB of metal rich stars is brighter than the TRGB of metal-poor stars. As a result, in a composite stellar population, with a large spread in metallicity/color, a clear detection of the tip Girardi et al. (2002) . Open points refer to the α-enhanced models of Salasnich et al. (2000) , and solid lines show the calibration of Bellazzini et al. (2004) . becomes more uncertain.
There have been efforts to determine the metallicity dependence of the TRGB by means of stellar evolution theory (see Salaris et al. 2002 , for a review of work on the subject). In their review, the authors note that a fair agreement exists among the various predictions, with differences on M T RGB bol of less than 0.1 mag, notwithstanding the uncertainties affecting the equation of state of partially degenerate matter, neutrino energy losses, electron conduction opacity, and the nuclear cross section for the 3α reaction. As an example, the relationship derived by Salaris & Cassisi (1998) is:
Note that all these calibrations (except for the theoretical ones) are based on measurement that do not meet the completeness criteria as set in Madore & Freedman (1995) . In that paper, the authors demonstrate that a minimum amount of 100 stars in the first magnitude bin fainter than the tip are needed to safely detect the TRGB discontinuity. None of the globular clusters studied in Da Costa & Armandroff (1990) or Lee et al. (1993) meet this criterion. Indeed, the number of stars in the first magnitude bin below the tip ranges from 2 to 20 and the adopted definition of the TRGB is the brightest and reddest star of the sample. A similar problem affects the measurements of Ferraro et al. (1999 Ferraro et al. ( , 2000 . The only case in which a sufficient number of stars has been used is presented in Bellazzini et al. (2001) , where the pillar of the calibration is the CMD of ω Centauri. There is a need to provide a new calibration based entirely on the highly populated CMDs of resolved nearby galaxies, where no corrections for small sample need to be applied.
In the early application of the method, the position of the TRGB was determined by eye inspection of the CMD or the luminosity function. Lee et al. (1993) introduced a more quantitative definition. They convolved the RGB luminosity function with a zero-sum Sobel kernel in the form [−2, 0, +2], and defined the TRGB as the peak of the filter response function. Sakai et al. (1996) refined this method by replacing the histogram luminosity function with a continuous probability distribution, smoothed according to the photometric error. A different approach was suggested by Méndez et al. (2002) , who applied a maximum-likelihood technique based on the assumption that the luminosity function at the TRGB can be described as a step function with a fixed slope of 0.3 faintward of the the tip.
In this paper, we will use the method recently presented in Paper I. This method is a modified and optimized version of the maximum likelihood approach, with the advantage that completeness, photometric errors, and biased error distributions are taken into account. An example of the application of the method to a narrow color slice of the CMD of NGC 300 is presented in Figure 3 (the reasons for such a narrow color selection are discussed in Section 3). The left panel of Figure 3 shows the CMD, and the limits of the area selected for the fitting procedure. On the right half of the Figure, the upper panel shows both the completeness function (on the top) and the distribution of photometric errors (on the bottom). The biased distribution of the errors is evident at magnitudes fainter than I=25.5. The lower panel shows the result of the fit: the observed luminosity function is indicated by the solid black line, while the red thick line shows the best fitting model.
Color dependence of the Tip of the
Red Giant Branch.
We first concentrate on the dependence of the TRGB on color, and for the mo- ment we ignore the effect on zeropoints that would arise from erroneous distances. The sample of galaxies we have analyzed in this paper includes: M33, NGC 300, NGC 1313, NGC 4258, NGC 4605, NGC 5128. We list the properties of the sample in the following tables. Table 1 presents the HST archive observations used to derive the CMDs. All the images retrieved from the archive were reduced again using either hstphot version 1.1 (Dolphin 2000b) , for WFPC2 images, or Dolphot (http://purcell.as.arizona.edu/dolphot/) for ACS images. The same set of reduction parameter was used for all the datasets, and artificial star experiments were performed to estimate the completeness levels and the distribution of photometric errors. Columns 8 and 9 of Table 1 present the final result of the color dependence of the TRGB, as explained in Section 3.1.
Reddening corrections for all the galaxies of the sample were taken from the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and are summarized in column 7 of Table 1 . In many cases, accurate reddening determinations are available as a result of photometric studies, but we have preferred to maintain a uniform approach to avoid the subtleties of having to decide galaxy by galaxy which value is the most reliable. For example, reddening estimates based on Cepheid studies tend to suggest values systematically higher than the simple foreground values (e.g., see Gieren et al. 2005 ), but it's difficult to decide whether these values are only relevant to the young and possibly dustenshrouded Cepheids, or if they can safely be applied to the whole galaxy. We return to the problem of reddening in a later section. The CMD of each galaxy of the sample was divided in color slices, roughly following the shape of globular clusters ridge lines. The width of the slices was decided independently for each galaxy, taking into account the number of stars in the tip region, the quality of the photometry, and the color range covered by the RGB. For each CMD strip, we determined the position of the TRGB, and the average color of the stars at the tip. We now proceed to provide a measure of the slope of the relation between M F 814W , the absolute magnitude of the TRGB in the F814W filter, and the color defined either as F 555W − F 814W or F 606W − F 814W , both for the WFPC2, and the ACS detectors.
WFPC2 flight system
M33 is the only galaxy in our sample that was observed with WFPC2 with the F555W filter. The data come from two HST programs, 5914 and 6640, and the corresponding CMD have been measured independently. For the F606W filter we have data both for M33 and NGC 5128 (Centaurus A). The measurements have been translated to the absolute plane by using the following paramenters: for M 33, (m − M ) 0 = 24.67 (Sarajedini et al. 2006) ; for NGC 5128, (m − M ) 0 = 27.87 (Rejkuba 2004) . Figure 4 shows the color dependence in the (M F 814W , F 555W − F 814W ) plane, while Figure 5 shows the color dependence in the (M F 814W , F 606W − F 814W ) plane. The slopes we measured averaged over the separate fields are:
4.-Magnitude of the TRGB in the F814W filter as a function of (F555W-F814W) color, in the WFPC2 photometric system. Solid lines are the best fit to the points. 5.-Magnitude of the TRGB in the F814W filter as a function of (F606W-F814W) color, in the WFPC2 photometric system. Solid lines are the best fit to the points. 
There are evident zero point displacemens.
The issue of the zero points will be discussed in Section 4.
ACS flight system
The other four galaxies of our sample were observed with ACS, namely NGC 300, NGC 4258, NGC 4605, and NGC 1313. NGC 300 and NGC 4258 were observed in the F555W filter, while NGC 4605 and NGC 1313 were observed in the F606W filter. The measurements have been translated in the absolute plane by using the following paramenters: for NGC 300 (m − M ) 0 = 26.63 (Sakai et al. 2004) ; for NGC 4258 (m − M ) 0 = 29.47 (Newman et al. 2001) ; for NGC 4605 (m − M ) 0 = 28.69 (Karachentsev et al. 2006 ). For NGC 1313 we have adopted a distance of (m − M ) 0 = 28.21 based on the analysis in this paper.
The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7, for the (M F 814W , F 555W − F 814W ) and the (M F 814W , F 606W − F 814W ) planes, respectively.
The averaged slopes we measured are:
The zero point displacement of these results will be discussed in Section 4. The slopes derived in the previous Section provide a way to derive distances to galaxies using the TRGB method that relies completely on the HST flight system, thus eliminating the uncertainties related to the photometric conversion to a ground system. On the other hand, the Johnson/Cousins system is still widely used, and it is still the only system for which a direct conversion between color and metallicity is available for RGB stars. For these reasons we convert our measurements from the HST flight system to the Johnson/Cousins system.
Rather than converting the photometry of the single stars in the CMDs, repeating the color selection and deriving new TRGB measurements, we directly convert the final TRGB measurements. Each of the TRGB measurements in our sample can be treated as a single representative star. The magnitude of this star is the magnitude of the TRGB in that specific color slice, and the color is the average color of the stars at the level of the tip.
Conversion from the HST flight system to the Johnson/Cousins system has been performed using the recipes presented in Sirianni et al. (2005) for ACS, and those in Dolphin (2000a) and Holtzman et al. (1995) for WFPC2. The results are shown in Figure  8 and the measurements for each galaxy are presented in columns 8 and 9 of Table 1. The weighted average of the slopes is 0.22 ± 0.02.
Constraining the zero-point
While the slopes for the cases shown in Figure 8 are consistent, the zero-points are clearly incompatible. The vertical scatter must arise from inconsistent input distances.
Constraining the zero-point of the relations we have derived requires a rather complicated sequence of steps, and a series of assumptions on the physical properties of the galaxies of the sample. Figure 8 teaches us that a good calibration of the TRGB zero point requires exquisitely good distances to the calibrators. Several methods exist to estimate the distance to resolved galaxies, such as those based on the use of Cepheid and RR Lyrae variable stars, the horizontal branch (HB), main sequence fitting, and red clump. In some special cases, even geometric methods can be applied, such as those that interpret the motion of water masers and binary stars. We will not discuss here the advantages and disadvantages of all the different methods, but only comment on the two most widely used, i.e. Cepheids variables, for Population I stars, and RR Lyrae/HB for Population II stars. Cepheids variable are very bright, and most of the galaxies of our sample have been successfully searched for these objects. Unfortunately distances derived with this method cannot be used to calibrate TRGB distances because the metallicity dependence of the period/luminosity relation is calibrated using TRGB measurements (Sakai et al. 2004) . We would end up in a circular argument. Instead we leave absolute comparison with the Cepheid scale to the end, and use it only as a compatibility check.
A good alternative to a calibration with Cepheids variables is offered by HB and RR Lyrae stars. To have full control on the internal consistency of our measurements, we prefer to limit our analysis to galaxies for which an HST or ground based CMD exist that reaches well below the HB, and perform a new reduction. We did not give attention to RR Lyrae stars, but instead decided to use HB stars. Studies of RR Lyrae stars in the galaxies of the Local Group do exist, but in many cases they are quite old and based on photographic material. The final list of good candidates include: IC 1613, NGC 185, the Sculptor and Fornax dwarf spheroidals, and M 33. Deep HST images are available for each of these galaxies, and archive material from the ESO 2.2m telescope was used for Sculptor and Fornax. We selected stars within ∼ 1 mag of the HB, and with 0.2 < V − I < 0.6, and measured the average magnitude both in the HST flight system, where available, and in the Johnson-Cousins system. Figures 9, 10 , 11, and 12 show the selection of stars used, the histogram of the selected stars, and the level of the measured HB, for IC 1613, NGC 185, Fornax and Sculptor, respectively. For M33, we used the measurements presented in Sarajedini et al. (2006) . For the absolute magnitude of HB stars we used the calibration presented in Carretta et al. Note that in this relation, the metallicity is on the scale of Carretta & Gratton (1997) . We prefer to adopt this calibration because it directly provides the magnitude of the HB, rather than the magnitude of RR Lyrae stars. The values we measured are presented in Table 3.
The major source of uncertainty in the distance determination is related to the estimate of the metal content of the galaxies of the sample. Numerous different values exist in literature for the metallicities of these objects, mostly photometrically derived, and it is often the case that there is no consensus on the average values, and the spread is significant. To maintain internal consistency, and to provide a reproducible result, we decided to measure the metallicity using the color of the giant branch at the level of the tip, using the calibration provided by Bellazzini et al. (2001) . which can be inverted to derive metallicities from the color of the stars at the TRGB. In this case, the resulting metallicity is in the Zinn & West (1984) scale, and it needs to be converted into the Carretta & Gratton (1997) scale in order to use it to derive the absolute magnitude of the HB. Finally, the TRGB was measured for each of the galaxies, using the same method adopted in previous sections, and both the V HB and the TRGB values were corrected for interstellar absorption using the values from Schlegel et al. (1998) . The final result is shown in Figure 13 . A fixed-slope (0.22/mag) fit to the data yields a value of the M T RGB This particular color (metallicity) value has been chosen as representative of the average color of the TRGB in the galaxies of the sample. The determination of the zero-point determined using ω Centauri by Bellazzini et al. (2001) is shown with an open dot.The error was computed by propagating all sources of errors through the procedure followed to derive the value of M T RGB I . In particular, we first transformed the error in the color of the TRGB into an error in metallicity, and used the error in metallicity to derive the error in M V (HB). This error was finally added in quadrature to the error in the TRGB determination and to the error in the magnitude of the HB to obtain the vertical bars displayed in Figure 13 . We then performed an independent fixed-slope fit to the maximum and minimum values of M I for the different galaxies (upper and lower ends of the vertical error bars), and used the average result as our estimate of M I . Half of the difference between the two determinations, divided by the square root of the number of points, was assumed to be the final error. To derive the zeropoint for the HST flight system, we have used again the conversion relation presented in Sirianni et al. (2005) for ACS, and in Dolphin (2000a) and With this zeropoint, we are now ready to provide calibration relations for both the HST flight system and the Johnson-Cousins system.
The calibration that we would derive using the recent maser distance to NGC 4258 is indicated as well (Humphreys et al. 2005) . The three open squares correspond to three different CMD color slices. Our calibration is consistent within the 1σ uncertainty of the NGC 4258 distance. However the 0.14 mag offset of NGC 4258 is a 2.3σ departure from the distance we infer.
Reddening uncertainties
With the small internal errors that are being claimed for the TRGB methodology, it is easy to appreciate that reddening uncertainties play a crucial role in accurately determining distances. In some cases, intrinsic reddening variations within the galaxies can be large enough to prevent a meaningful measurement of the distance if only an average reddening is adopted. An example of this situation is provided by NGC 6822, a galaxy with a large angular extent that lies towards the galactic center at the low Galactic latitude b = −18. Four different HST WFPC2 fields from HST program 8314 result in very different determinations of the luminosity of the TRGB. The fields are identified as c1, c12, c18 and c25, the names referring to star clusters in this dwarf galaxy. Fields c18, c12, seem to have similar reddening, yielding TRGB luminosities I = 19.93 and I = 19.97, respectively, but the TRGB luminosity of field c1 is I = 20.08, while for c25 we find I = 19.86. There is a range of 0.22 mags from the brightest to the faintest. The average reddening measured on the maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) is E(B−V ) = 0.236. Clearly, an average value is not adequate to describe the complicated reddening distribution to the foreground of this galaxy.
There are features of the CMD that provide a measure of reddening. If present, the blue main sequence probably provides the best handle. Other possibilities are the lower part of the RGB (less sensitive to age and metallicity than the upper part) and the red clump. The CMD of NGC 6822 is deep enough to allow us to test the effectiveness of all three features in determining the local reddening. Although a comparison with either isochrones or synthetic stellar populations is possible, we chose to compare directly with a galaxy with a very small reddening and similar SFH, to avoid the subtleties of choosing the right isochrone set or correctly applying observational errors to artificial stellar populations. A good candidate for the comparison is IC 1613, with an average reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.025.
The procedure we adopted is as follows. The CMD of IC 1613 and of the four fields in NGC 6822 were shifted in luminosity so that the tip (not reddening corrected) was at M I = −4. The average colors of stars in the main sequence, lower red giant branch, and red clump were then measured for IC 1613 and for each field in NGC 6822, and the color differences between the corresponding features were used to determine the relative reddening difference between NGC 6822 and IC 1613.
The small reddening of IC 1613 was finally added to the measurements. Figure 14 illustrates this procedure applied to main sequence stars. The four panels refer to fields c12, c18, c25, and c1 respectively, in clockwise order from upper left. The average color of main sequence stars within the selection region (marked by the horizontal dashed lines) is indicated by the vertical solid lines, while the position of the same feature in IC 1613 is indicated by the vertical dashed line. It is evident that different fields show different color displacements, due to the intrinsic reddening of the particular field.
Results based on the use of the main sequence are shown in Table 4 . Column 1 and 2 identify the galaxy and the field, column 3 records the TRGB luminosity in the F814W filter, column 4 gives the local reddening of the field, and finally column 5 shows the reddening corrected F814W luminosity of the TRGB. Very similar results were found using the red clump and the lower part of the red giant branch. The reddening deduced from the position of the main sequence range from E(B −V ) = 0.139 to E(B −V ) = 0.254. Once the different reddenings are applied, the scatter in the measured luminosity of the TRGB is only 0.04 mags.
Comparison with the Cepheid distance scale
In this section we compare the new calibration of the TRGB absolute magnitude with results obtained using Cepheid variables. Sakai et al. (2004) (S04) recently provided a comparison between TRGB and Cepheids distances to a sample of nearby galaxies. They used WFPC2 to obtain V and I images of 7 galaxies, and supplemented the sample with an additional 10 galaxies for which TRGB and Cepheid distances were already available in the literature. With the intention of revisiting the issue, we retrieved from the HST archive all the observations mentioned in S04, and performed a new uniform reduction using the latest version of HSTPhot Dolphin (2000b) . After reductions, we measured the tip using the method presented in Makarov et al. (2006) . Reddening values were taken from the maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) . Metal content measurements were taken from S04. Results are presented in Table 5 . The galaxy name is in column 1, followed by the I-band luminosity of the tip measured in this work (column 2) and in S04 (column 3), respectively. Column 4 contains the reddening as measured from the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) . Finally, columns 5, 6, and 7 contain distance determinations, obtained with the TRGB method in this work (column 5), with the TRGB method in S04 (column 6), and with Cepheid variables in S04 (column 7). In this last case, S04 reports several different estimates of the Cepheid-based distances, using different calibrations and different photometric bands. The one reported here is from column 5 of Table 3 in S04, and is based on data in all photometric bands and the calibration published in Madore & Freedman (1991) . There is no specific reason to adopt this version of the Cepheid-based distances, but we have verified that using any other of the distances published in S04 does not change the results.
The average difference between Cepheidsbased minus our TRGB-based distance moduli is measured to be −0.01 ± 0.03. The error is the standard deviation with 15 cases and an rms scatter of 0.10 mag per case. It is to be noted that we find a very good agreement between the Cepheids-based and TRGB-based scales along the whole range of metallicities, without introducing a correction for metallicity dependence of the Cepheid PLR. This is an unexpected result, and we prefer to postpone its discussion to a companion paper. Macri et al. (2006) recently used ACS ob- = 18.5. To further investigate the relation between TRGB and Cepheids PLR distances, we performed a new reduction of the same data set, and derived new estimated of the luminosity of the TRGB. The data set consists of two fields, an inner one located close to the nucleus, and an outer one. Macri et al. (2006) derived the TRGB luminosity in the outer field, and found I T RGB = 25.42 ± 0.02. We measured the TRGB luminosity in both the inner and outer fields, obtaining I T RGB = 25.45 and I T RGB = 25.52, respectively. We assume that the difference between the two measurements is entirely due to measurements errors, and that the true value of the TRGB luminosity is the average of the two. The final distance modulus we derive is (m−M ) 0 = 29.42±0.06, in very good agreement with the Cepheids distance scale, if (m−M ) LM C 0 = 18.5 is assumed.
Conclusions
At this point in time, the TRGB method appears to provide the best way to derive distances to relatively nearby galaxies. The intrinsic accuracy per object is as good as the best of alternatives. Single orbit HST/ACS observations can comfortably make a TRGB detection out to ∼ 10 Mpc. The procedure works with a feature of old stellar populations, which almost every nearby galaxy is found to possess, and this feature is not hard to isolate from younger populations. It can be entertained that accurate, methodologically coherent, distances could be obtained for all ∼ 500 unobscured galaxies within ∼ 10 Mpc.
In Paper I, as a first step towards the realization of this goal, Makarov et al. (2006) refined procedures for the isolation of the TRGB with a maximum likelihood analysis. If the TRGB is situated well above the sensitivity limit of the observations then the TRGB is easily identified in a substantial population of old stars but the location is subject to biases if near to photometric limit. The maximum likelihood procedure informed by artificial star recovery statistics was found to overcome bias problems. The main result of that first paper in this series was the establishment of a recipe for the reproducible and unbiased identification of the luminosity marker we call the TRGB.
With this second paper we address issues concerning the intrinsic luminosity of the TRGB. We consider the following items:
1. The bolometric luminosity of the TRGB is strongly dependent on metallicity and even in our preferred I band there is a weak metallicity dependency. The slope of this dependency could be unambiguously identified with individual galaxies exhibiting a large metallicity range. Details of the dependency were traced in WFPC2 and ACS data separately and F555W-F814W or F606W-F814W colors, as summarized in Table 1 , and related back to the Johnson-Cousins photometric system. An important characteristic of the methodology at I band is the slightly negative dependence of TRGB luminosity with metallicity. All observed galaxies have low metallicity old stars. Descending in luminosity, the onset of the TRGB is seen first with this characteristic old, low metallicity population. Figure 13 . and the variations in the HST flight system given in Section 4.
3. Uncertainties in reddening become a dominant source of error. Relative to most other methods the problem is not large because observations are made in the near IR and of an old population that can be found in minimally affected regions. Mostly, the problem is foreground contamination for which there are estimates (Schlegel et al. 1998) . We have demonstrated that it is possible to estimate reddening from the same CMD that gives TRGB measure as long as there is well formed main sequence.
It is found that our zero-point is in the fine agreement with the Cepheids scale for 15 comparison objects(µ Ceph − µ T RGB = −0.01 ± 0.03). However, this good agreement does not require a metallicity dependence in the Cepheids PL relation. We postpone the discussion of this issue to a companion paper.
There has been considerable discussion of the merits of the geometric distance to the maser sources in NGC 4258. It is seen in Figure 13 that our scale is only a 1σ departure from the maser scale established by NGC 4258. However, the maser scale is more than a 2σ departure from the TRGB measure. Table 6 provides a summary of the distance moduli determined for all the galaxies discussed in this paper. Our goal now is to apply the procedures described in Paper I and in this paper to the roughly 200 galaxies that have been observed appropriately by HST either with WFPC2 or ACS. This homogenous set of TRGB distances will provide a wealth of data on the distribution of galaxies and peculiar velocities within ∼ 7 Mpc. Table 6 Distance for all the galaxies discussed in this paper. 
